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Yanni is practically a force of nature. With global sales of over 20 million albums, 35 gold and

platinum awards, and a fan base of untold millions in nearly every corner of the world, this

self-taught musician and composer has achieved a cult-like following. The Washington Post has

called Yanni's career 'a miracle, a lesson in pluck that could be taught in business school, preached

from pulpits and woven into bedtime stories.' In this long-awaited memoir, Yanni offers an inside

look at his fascinating journey, from his boyhood in Greece, where he taught himself to play piano at

the age of six, to his current status as a musical star. His path to success was sometimes rocky.

With unprecedented candor, Yanni describes his long struggle to separate himself from the 'New

Age' label, his ongoing battles with a music industry bewildered by his work, and the depression that

threatened to derail his career. With great affection, he also discusses his long relationship with

Linda Evans and shares the lessons about love and truth that he's learned from his father along the

way.
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Yanni. For as well known as his music is, until now no one has known much about the man. Heï¿½s

given many interviews over the years but has revealed precious little about the events that have

shaped his life and set him on a course to unparalleled success in the instrumental music industry.

Letï¿½s face it, Yanniï¿½s success in instrumental music is nothing short of a miracle. There are

many other instrumental artists who are just as talented but none have achieved his level of



success. Why? Is the music of Constance Demby or David Arkenstone any less moving? Different,

yes. But no less moving. Many instrumental artists have the capacity to profoundly affect people in

ways that lyrical music cannot. And yet, Yanni is the only one who has reached countless millions

around the globe and has even beaten Garth Brooks in concert gross revenue. Whether you love

Yanni or find him easy to hate, still you must ask yourself how someone who does primarily

instrumental music can reach so many.Yanni In Words is a very moving and extremely candid

autobiography. His honesty about who he is and where he has come from is commendable

considering how he has been pigeon-holed as such a gentle soul based on the sound of his music.

Has anyone whoï¿½s seen Yanni perform or heard his uplifting compositions ever pictured him as

someone who spent several years in a rock band doing not only original tunes but also ZZ Top

cover tunes? Could anyone ever conceive of his having used drugs or of him having been rather

promiscuous? Can anyone picture him "bombed", or as a long-time smoker? Iï¿½ve met several

people whoï¿½ve put Yanni on a pedestal to the point of making him a god, less than human. Well,

if you read this autobiography, there will be no question in your mind.
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